Energy candles
HANDMADE WITH LOVE SINCE 1757

Welcome to Honey Heaven
Honey Heaven is our ancestors’ dream,
that has survived for centuries.
The deepest family secrets, passed down until
today, when the rich gingerbread and candlemaking crafts heritage of the Perger family, are now
successfully continued by the ninth generation.
Sample the purest ingredients of nature mixed
and handcrafted with love and passion since 1757.
The family innovations have taken our story all
around the world.

Let’s write a new chapter together.
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Excuisite gifts with
a story & heritage
A warm welcome. Designed to create
a beautiful and relaxing atmosphere. Feel
the harmony of body and mind.

Create an unforgettable
experience. It’s time for new
memories and new stories.
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The only scented
energy candle in the world
that last forever
Energy candles were designed by Oskar Kogoj, a worldfamous industrial designer and artist who worships nature
and whose energy design touches the soul of everyone
who receives the object of his creation.
The candle does its magic even if you don’t light it. Due to
its unique design, the aroma of honey vibrates into a living
space thus filling the space with vibration of love and peace.
Our partnership has brought to life more than 50 exceptional
products to delight even the most demanding beholders.

A shape is energy,
a shape is nature and
nature is God’s creation.
Oskar Kogoj
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The best of nature
for the best of you
APIS MELIFICA
CARNICA
– an authentic
Carniolan bee. They
collect the pollen in
the Mediterranean
and continental AlpsAdriatic geographic
region, which is prized
for its medicinal
essential oils and
ingredients.

Perger 1757 energy candles are made
of Apis melifica carnica bee’s wax,
rich with essential oils. The formula
applied for the production of unique
honey perfume has been kept a family
secret for 9 generations.

100 % natural
ingredients

DID YOU KNOW…
that one of the world’s
famous cosmetic brands
approached the Perger
family to buy their
secret formula for honey
perfume? It proves how
special and priceless
the ‘masterpiece’ is.
However, the family
decided to keep their
secret to themselves
and use the 100%
natural honey perfume
exclusively for their own
products.

1 litre of honey
perfume =
800 kg of firstclass honey.
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Handmade with love
to spread love
There’s an old saying in our family:
Whatever you do, do it with love.
And we’ve been following that for 9 generations, since 1757. Each
family member plays their part in the process by doing what they love.
We do it just like our father taught us and he did it the same way as his
father taught him before that. And we’ll pass it down to our children.
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DID YOU KNOW…
that energy candles
are decorated with
golden threads?
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Peace of mind

In today’s fast pace of life, many of us encounter stress.
Don’t allow it to affect your health or your work! Every
day take time to stop for a moment. Bring awareness
to your thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations. Breathe
slowly and deeply. It will help you relax
and re-focus on what’s important.

Peace of mind
is the basis of
a healthy body and
a healthy mind.
Dalai Lama

The beautiful natural honey
fragrance of our energy
candles will help you focus
your mind and heart and fill
the space with the vibration
of balance and peace.
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The scent of harmony

How you feel about you reflects in everything you do.
When you’re in harmony with yourself, when you’re
connected with your inner strength, you’re invincible.
So take time for yourself. Explore yourself. Connect with
yourself. Meditate. Dance. Practice yoga.

Happiness is
when what
you think, what you
say and what you
do are in harmony.
Mahatma Gandhi

Place our energy candle in
your sanctuary or wherever
your heart feels at home –
the 100% natural honey scent
will bring you the feeling of
balance and harmony. Feel
better – sleep better.
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A work of art

Oskar Kogoj’s designs and the Perger family mastery
are profound in terms of the communication of
ideas. Energy candles immediately catch a visitor’s
eye. They contain elements of heritage, and as such,
provide information about Slovenian culture and
creativity to people all over the world.

Beauty is in
the eye of the
beholder.

Energy candles fill the
room with an indulgent,
100% natural honey
fragrance – be sure your
visitors will want to come
back for more.
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Each product comes with
a Certificate of Authenticity.

The product is
internationally
protected at the Office
for Intellectual Property
(nr. 20015022),
copying is prohibited
by international
law!
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Energy candles
collection

SCENTED ENERGY CANDLE – GOLDEN HEART
A floating energy candle, Golden heart, with its shape of
two cosmic eggs — Lingamas, vibrates in space and those
positive vibrations emit essential oils that are found in
natural beeswax.

Start a new chapter of your story:
a new friendship, a wedding,
a new business, a birth or any
other journey on your quest to
happiness and success.

The left form represents the symbol of the human heart and
the right form the symbol of the divine heart. These two
symbolic form must unite from two into one and when a
man reaches this unity, he reaches God, and God is love.
Design: Oskar Kogoj
Dimensions:
height = 8.5 cm, 11.5 cm, 22 cm

SCENTED ENERGY CANDLE – INFINITY

SCENTED ENERGY CANDLE – TRIGLAV

The spiritual vibration design that works as kundalini
energy and is produced by seven energy points in the
human body is FENG SHUI – the Chinese art of space
purifying.

The energy candle for peace, Triglav is designed in the
shape of three balls that represent the highest mountain
and the pride of Slovenia — Triglav.

With its special spiritual design it vibrates into our living
space and its vibrations release the ethereal oils that are
in the natural wax.

The idea behind the Triglav candle is based on the
knowledge of space cleansing for a better state of human
health. The Triglav scented energy candle carries within
itself a vibration that develops pure love and peace.

Design: Oskar Kogoj

Design: Oskar Kogoj

Dimensions:
height = 8 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, 35 cm

Dimensions:
height = 8 cm, 9.5 cm, 13.5 cm, 18 cm, 22 cm
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References
I have heard of the Energy
Candle for the very first
time from my friend, when we
were discussing the problems
of children with insomnia. She
recommended that I should
try the Energy Candle, which
soothes and helps the children
to easily fall asleep. I have
decided to give it a try. I put it
in the nursery, and wondered
what the night would bring to
my children. I admit, a couple
of nights were still sleepless,
but soon my girls started to
sleep, and after two weeks, they
slept all night long. We did not
light the candle, but just put it
on the shelf. I was, and I still
am, impressed with the Energy
Candle, as it got rid of chronic
insomnia of my children.

The Energy Candle
has become my
inseparable companion
in my meditation. Its
scent is like an opening
mantra before my
asana practice – when
I take a seat in my yoga
corner and sense the
»beautifully-scented
infinity«, I know this
time is only for me and
my journey.
The scent of the honey
perfume and the
energy waves of the
candle always help me
in calming down my
breathing, my heartbeat,
as well as my train of
thought.

Perger’s Infinity Energy
Candle has been the
light and inspiration in the
home of our family for many
years. Its energy has been
steering our ship safely
through the treacherous
waters of life. It is hard to find
the right words to describe
products so passionately born
from the ingenious ideas
and hard-working hands of
the Pergers, touched by the
exquisite artistic potency of
the master Kogoj. One thing
is certain: for our authentic
Carniolan bee – the most
laborious of all bees, the
Perger family has, down its
generations, been the greatest
and most esteemed artist of
its treasured products.

Gabrijela Kogelnik
Proud mother and entrepreneur

Eva Gradišnik
Yoga teacher

Janez Lotrič
Globally renowned opera singer

Pieces of our honey heaven
have reached the hearts of some
of the most prominent people
in cultural, sports, religious and
political life all over the world:

• Nelson Mandela
• Luciano Pavarotti
• Garry Kasparov
• Donald Trump with his wife Melania
• Pope John Paul II.
• Pope Benedict XVI.
• Vladimir Putin
• His Holiness the Dalai Lama
• His Holiness B.S.S. Sai Baba
• Petra Majdič
• Former president of Slovenia Danilo Türk

Discover
secrets of the
manufacturing
processes

with his wife Barbara
• President of Slovenia Borut Pahor
• President of Germany Joachim Gauck
• Former president of Slovenia Janez Drnovšek
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Stand out from
the crowd
Show customers you care.
Make them feel wanted,
special, appreciated.

DID YOU KNOW ...
that the largest energy
candle Triglav was given
to Mr. Luciano Pavarotti
as a birthday gift.

Perger 1757 energy candles are
found at 142 galleries, museums and
boutique stores around the world:
• Interior design stores
• Galleries
• Bookshops
• Yoga & mindfulness centres
• Boutique gift shops
• Department stores
• Candle shops
• Wellness centres
• No-stress centres
• Hotels
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What makes
us different
Our family’s values are at the heart of
everything we do. They are an integral part of
our daily activities and the framework for how
we do our business and how we live our lives.

1. Our family is a circle of strength.
2. Respect tradition and keep the family recipes a secret.
3. Love what you do.
4. Respect the nature and the gifts it provides.
5. Use only the best, 100 % natural ingredients.
6. Keep the promises you make.
7. Create unforgettable memories.
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Meet the team

HRABROSLAV PERGER

BOŠTJAN PERGER

LUCIAN PERGER

LEONORA PERGER

INES PIRTOVŠEK

ZALA GLAVIČ

The heart and soul of the
family. The driving force, a
visionary and a perfectionist
with incredible energy that
is reflected in his passion for
what he does. His thoughts
are always one step ahead
of everyone else’s while his
ideas are unique and, as a rule,
become a business success.
He is a fervent advocate of the
idea that people should do their
work with love and put their
hearts into it, while focusing
on customer satisfaction
rather than money. He proves
this every day by setting an
example, thus passing his
philosophy onto everyone
around him.

The Perger family’s hand of
gold that creates amazing,
breath-taking masterpieces.
When he was just a small boy,
he used to say he would be a
honey-, licitar- and candlemaker. Today, he is one of the
world’s greatest honey-, licitarand candle-making masters.
Work process manager and a
perfectionist, he is very tough
on himself and on everyone
else. It is for this reason that
we cannot imagine Perger 1757
without him.

The youngest representative
of the ninth generation of
Pergers is a born leader. He
is a workaholic, fearless in
setting ambitious aims and
relentless in their pursuit. He
appreciates the importance of
the coordinated efforts of the
entire team. His motto is: “Do
it with love and do nothing
but the best.” It is no wonder
then that under his leadership,
the company has continued
to grow, setting new global
standards in its line of business.

A caring and proud mother
with the rare privilege of
living and working with
her children. A busy bee
who doesn’t like to be in
the spotlight but whose
work and ideas speak for
themselves. The exceptional
feel for aesthetics and human
warmth that she brings
to her work and the team
puts a unique stamp on our
products. We are grateful to
her for selflessly passing her
knowledge onto the younger
generation. The company
would not be what it is
without her.

A caring and loving mother
of two beautiful daughters.
There is no sign of her usual
modesty when she is crafting
natural but incredibly fullflavoured Perger honey candy
that will amaze and appeal to
the most expensive of tastes.
With her rich experience,
diligence and dedication, she
represents an important link
in the Perger chain.

An eternal optimist who puts
human values and stories
at the forefront, both in her
personal and business life.
Industrious, full of warmth
and love, she makes sure that
our unique story is spread
among the widest possible
circle of people, presented
in the best possible way and
sent out into the world. With
her unique listening skills
and her creative talent, she
gives our team a new drive
and is a source of positive
energy.

PERGER 1757 d.o.o.

T: +386 2 88 41 496

Glavni trg 34

E: info@perger1757.si

2380 Slovenj Gradec
Slovenija, Evropa

@perger1757
www.perger1757.si

#perger1757
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